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Abstract
Aim: We aim to describe and evaluate a new model for distance experiential learningin order to help reduce the transmission risk among
professionals envolved in education activities.
Materials and Methods: In April 2020, in partnership with our hospital’s Emergency Department Educational Leadership, Valdecilla Virtual
Hospital tested and introduced an experiential distance learning model. Professionals wanted to engage from their homes without having to
travel to a simulation facility.
Results: Between July 1 and 22, 2020 we ran seven courses following this new model of course. Each one consisted of a two-hour session on
two consecutive days. There were 44 participants whose ages ranged from 26 to 53 years (average=40), 62% identified as female, and 68%
reported working at the emergency department, 19% at the cardiology unit, 7% in primary care, and 5% in internal medicine. We evaluated
the content validity, feasibility and acceptability of the model. The results of an anonymous survey filled in at the end of the course showed
they considered the distance training model as realistic (92%), easy to use (95%), well-organized (94%), an engaging educational tool (94%),
and desirable for practising in the future (94%).
Conclusion: These results may encourage the educational community to develop more programs using this new approach of “taking care
of patients from a distance” not only during a pandemic, but also on a regular basis. We think this model can achieve positive results using
distance clinical simulation combining their traditional simulation technology to address the training needs of their healthcare organization.
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Introduction
Healthcare simulation is a widely used method for training
healthcare professionals that contributes to the long-term
retention of acquired complex, technical, clinical and teamwork
skills. Translational science research shows that measured
outcomes transfer to improved patient care practices and
improved patient and public health. Simulated training can also
yield a favorable return on financial investment (1).

Healthcare simulation subscribes to the theory of experiential
learning that a two-dimensional cycle is necessary for learning
to occur. The first dimension involves perception, whereby the
learner begins by grasping a specific experience or concept. The
second dimension involves processing the concept: in this phase,
the learner transforms the experience through reflection and
active experimentation (2). To complete this cycle, learners and
educators usually meet on site to participate in highly interactive,
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high-fidelity clinical scenarios using mannequins, actors, task
trainers, or a combination of these figures. These sessions are
followed by debriefing (3). The rapid development of technologyassisted learning methods has gained momentum since the
Coronavirus disease-2019 (COVID-19) pandemic, helping reduce
the risk of transmission among professionals and opening up
new alternatives for remote experiential learning (4).
The best approach to implementing clinical simulation activities
in this context has not yet been determined. Several solutions have
been proposed to bring the pieces together in a way that would
allow professionals to continue their training activities, while
simultaneously protecting the clinical safety of the participants,
avoiding, as far as possible, the spread of coronavirus. These
include a variety of simulation-based asynchronous (e.g.
recorded videos, vignettes, serious games) and synchronous
(e.g. webinars, team collaboration) methods, recreating the
clinical environment with different levels of fidelity and learner
engagement, and offering a series of reflection strategies (5).
Innovations in healthcare simulation technologies can now also
provide the learner with opportunities to practice increasingly
complex motor, decision-making and communication skills
using virtual patient simulation. Dynamic health conditions
can be created in a variety of clinical settings that respond to
user interventions and help improve learning satisfaction when
compared to a case-based learning approach. Using virtual
patient simulation to provide simulation-based distance learning
experiences that are extremely realistic and highly interactive for
the learner remains a challenge. Communicating with patients,
family members and healthcare workers, performing physical
examinations on patients, monitoring physiological parameters,
and evaluating complementary examinations in an actual
clinical environment are all limited by mathematical algorithms
and software capabilities. A mix of synchronous on-site/online distance learning methods may recreate the richness and
complexity of a true clinical experience and facilitate reflection
on action promoting participant engagement, while limiting
exposure to infectious diseases during a pandemic. Our aim is to
describe and evaluate a model for distance experiential learning,
where participants see simulated patients remotely and interact
with other caregivers, and subsequently analyze the session in a
debriefing (6).

Materials and Methods
In April 2020, Valdecilla Virtual Hospital, in partnership with our
hospital’s emergency department and intensive care educational
leadership, tested and introduced an experiential distance
learning model in response to requests from physicians all over
Spain for simulation-based clinical training in the midst of the
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pandemic. Professionals wanted to engage from their homes
without having to travel to a simulation facility, thus effectively
preventing possible contagion derived from the COVID-19
pandemic.
The team: Valdecilla Virtual Hospital, Santander, Spain is a
nonprofit, charitable organization that offers instructor and
clinical training courses with tuition. It is an educational institute
accredited by the American College of Surgeons and affiliated
to the Center for Medical Simulation, Boston, USA. Its aim is to
achieve superior clinical education programs, enhance patient
safety, and promote simulation (7).
The instructional design model followed the Analysis, Design,
Development, Implementation and Evaluation (ADDIE) model
(8).
Analysis: Unstable heart disease is one of the most common
reasons for presentation to the emergency department and was
identified as a point of special interest among the target students
(9). This type of visit allows participants to effectively interact, but
does not require a large number of interventional maneuvers
that would be unfeasible to conduct from their homes.
Design: Delivery methods and types of learning activities were
selected. Zoom was chosen as a widely available, straightforward
platform that allows users to switch back and forth between
different types of teaching methods (e.g., live video feed, lectures,
small group discussions). Participants connected remotely to a
live simulated emergency room, and attended simulated patients
while interacting with other caregivers who were present in the
scenario. Simulated interactions were followed by an instructorled debriefing to reflect on clinical performance (Figure 1).
Development: This included creating the instructional content,
a prototype, and assessment instruments. Learning objectives
were both clinical (establishing the initial approach and
providing training on the key premises and complications of
the unstable cardiac patient) and behavioral (leadership and
effective communication in emergency situations). The prototype
included the following phases:
Pre-briefing: this was intended to establish a psychologically
safe container that allowed trainees to engage actively in
simulation and to display meaningful learning behaviors during
post-simulation debriefing conversations (e.g., openly discuss
errors or divergent ideas without fear of negative implications)
(10). During this phase, the instructor introduced the simulation
learning experience and set the tone for the rest of the session,
specifically: 1) clarifying objectives, environment, roles,
confidentiality, and expectations; 2) establishing a fiction contract
(i.e., reaching a collaborative and explicit agreement among
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Figure 1. Course timeline
instructors and trainees to commit to playing fair with respect to
fidelity and realism); 3) housekeeping (e.g., platform instructions
for the videoconference, agenda, breaks); and 4) expressing
commitment to respecting learners and understanding their
perspective (11).
Introduction to the clinical environment and distance
interaction: In this phase, participants connected live to the
emergency room to meet the nurse and resident who were
assisting them in carrying out tasks during the scenario, and
to observe how the instructor interviewed a patient. They also
became familiar with monitors, requesting additional tests, and
calling for assistance. Interactive Zoom platform features were
also explained to the participants.
Case briefing and clinical scenario: Two participants saw the
patient in each case, and the others participated as observers.
One of the instructors briefly introduced the case and then two
participants interacted remotely with the patient and healthcare
providers who were on site at the simulated emergency room.
Debriefing: Instructors and learners reflected on the simulation
experience with the purpose of moving toward assimilation
and adaption of learning in future situations (Figure 2). In the
debriefing, we used the good judgment method that takes
into account the expert opinion of the instructors, while
128

simultaneously valuing the unique perspective of the trainees
in order to learn what drives their behaviors, so that both their
mistakes and successes can be understood (12).
Summary: At the end of each session, we collaborated with
participants to summarize take-away messages that may improve
their practice.

Results
Between July 1 and 22, 2020, we ran seven courses. Each one
consisted of a two-hour session on two consecutive days. There
were 44 participants whose ages ranged from 26 to 53 years
(average=40), 62% identified as female, and 68% reported
working in the emergency department, 19% in the cardiology
unit, 7% in primary care, and 5% in internal medicine. Two
simulation technology specialists participated. One assisted
with the online platform and the other controlled the
mannequin and live audiovisual settings during simulations.
The nurse and resident not only prepared the cases but also
acted as healthcare providers in order to help participants
attend the patient and meet the objectives of the simulation.
One instructor assisted with the clinical aspects of the cases
and co-debriefed, while the other kept participants oriented
and led the debriefing session. High-fidelity simulators from
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different vendors were used for the cases, while the room setup resembled a tertiary hospital emergency room (Figure 1).
Each course simulated four different cases. Two had a “linear
structure” in which the patient developed clinical complications
and participants diagnosed and treated them in real time with
no interruptions. The other two cases were paused twice to
facilitate in-action reflection and to discuss patient care and the
diagnostic and therapeutic measures to be taken, regardless of
participants’ performance. Pauses lasted three to five minutes
and the simulated providers took care of the patient who
remained stable. When participants fulfilled the objectives, the
instructor terminated the case.
Metrics: We evaluated the content validity, feasibility and
acceptability of the model, as follows:
Content validity is the extent to which the content of a simulation
is representative of the knowledge or skills that have to be
learnt for application in the real environment. The course was
coordinated by two clinical educators. We applied a modified
Delphi technique using four sequential interviews combined
with three pilot programs to define the aspects of the simulated
environment, including the emergency room environment,
patient characteristics, monitoring, equipment, simulated
providers, teleconferencing, telephone communications and
complementary tests available (12). Three physicians (two
emergency room and one intensive care), four cardiologists,
two nurses, one nurse assistant, three simulation specialists
and two educators participated, all of whom had between five
and twenty years of experience in designing simulation-based
courses. Everyone had to be in agreement for a component to be
incorporated into the simulation model.
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Feasibility evaluates all relevant project factors to determine
whether the plan of action is likely to produce the anticipated
result. We analyzed the benefit of the operational, technical,
financial, and educational capabilities of the project in terms of
economics and organization.
Acceptability explores participants’ experience with the model,
the perceived realism, and their opinion on whether it efficiently
achieves the desired teaching goals. The results of an anonymous
survey (Figure 3) completed at the end of the course showed that
they judged the distance training model to be realistic (92%), easy
to use (95%), well-organized (94%), an engaging educational tool
(94%), and desirable for practicing in the future (94%). The survey
contained some open-ended questions in which the learners
could comment on relevant aspects of the course. Table 1 shows
some representative comments shared by participants at the end
of the session.

Discussion
Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, remote learning simulation has
become a new element for simulation in university hospitals.
The performance of this new model and possible difficulties are
reviewed below.
Evaluation: We included formative assessment to facilitate
learning, using the good judgment method during debriefing
to reflect on participants’ performance. This helped reveal the
internal frames of trainees (including knowledge, assumptions,
and emotions) that drove their actions during the cases (13-16).
The instructor helped participants to maintain or reframe those
drivers, and to take action to maintain results or achieve better
outcomes in the future (1).

Figure 2. Technical assembly
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Table 1. Participants’ comments

Methodology

Dynamics groups of job

Duration

Technical aspects

“Cases were surprisingly interactive!
“The novelty is doing everything virtually! And I love the take-home final messages!
“Quite a fun and novel mini cardio review!”
“I managed to understand the complexity of making critical decisions”
“I find the “mini-room” tool very useful to pause and think”
“Being from the same hospital, it’s an opportunity to practice together”
“I realize how important it is to have an explicit leader!”
“What I liked the most about the course were the small pauses to discuss with the rest of the colleagues who are
watching the case from outside, and therefore they have more time to think”
“I would not mind if it was longer, maybe sessions lasting a few weeks.”
“Time flew by!”
“It was a bit short, considering that online interaction takes some more.”
“Transfer of complementary tests (especially with ultrasound) take time to upload”
“Do any writing and images on the virtual white board”
“We had no problem with the connection!”
“Patient voice sometimes was difficult to understand”

Figure 3. Satisfaction rating

Hurdles
Technology: A hidden danger was viewing simulation solely as
technology, since it does not facilitate learning alone. Simulation
is an educational methodology and once the learning needs are
identified, the instructional design must be properly planned and
the technology must then be appropriately aligned to achieve
the objectives [Technological Pedagogical Content Knowledge
(TPACK) Framework] (17,18). Most of the challenges were related
to the participants’ equipment, especially connection issues and
background noise during the sessions.
Maintaining an engaging learning environment: The main
challenges were creating experiences that are realistic for the
participants and facilitating involvement during cases and
130

debriefing. Key elements to address these issues were setting
and discussing expectations, modeling the interaction with the
simulated providers during the scenario, being able to talk to the
patient and observing changes in vital signs online, encouraging
people to speak up, and fostering respectful disagreement. It
was also important to discuss the origin of the cases, and to
interact in a high-fidelity environment that resembles a “real
scenario” with medications, defibrillators, monitoring, and other
commonly used elements.
Where to start: The basic principle is to generate a training
tool that maintains the essence of simulated clinical practice
but which allows participants not to be personally present in
the simulation room in order to guarantee their safety in the
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midst of the COVID-19 pandemic. This model can achieve
positive results using remote clinical simulation combined with
traditional simulation technology to address the training needs
of healthcare organizations.

Conclusion
Distant learning combining on-site simulation technology
with teleconferencing software based on experiential learning
principles is feasible and easy to implement. This modality
is well-accepted by participants for acute care training in the
emergency room. These results may encourage the educational
community to develop more programs using this new approach
of “remote patient care” not only during pandemics, but also in
our daily work. It seems likely that this new model will be able to
facilitate future learning courses in the health field.
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